What do you eat for lunch?

Cafeteria
Options

School food isn’t ﬁve-star
cuisine, but the many choices available in our cafeteria
make cafeteria food convenient and accessible.

Childhood and teenage obesity are issues that hit us close to home in
America. The scary fact that children as young as 11 years old are being screened for high cholesterol, and that teenagers now have a higher
risk of heart attacks, should have us watching what we eat.
“Sometimes I eat sandwiches [from home] because I
don’t like spending money.”

TRAVIS
NGUYEN
freshman

“I’m eating a burger today.
I think the school lunch
is healthy; I noticed that
there have been more
carrots in the cafeteria
lately.”

Burgers are a popular
choice for those busy students who just don’t have
time for utensils.

“The pizza is okay; adequate, I guess.
I’m satisﬁed with the choices they offer here at school. It would be nice if
there were more choices.”

TABOR
CHAO
junior

AUNG MYAT
senior
Though not the healthiest option, pizza is more
accessible because of
the separate line.

“I usually eat bread. Today I had a Nutella
sandwich. I have to bring food from home
because of my speciﬁc diet.”

DEVONNE HWANG
junior

With the cafeteria’s new
policy of “3 items or
more,” fruit, nuts or vegetables are healthy additions to your lunch.
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“I had a chicken salad
today because it’s the
healthiest. Everything else
is greasy.”

KRISTA
ROGERS
senior
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The Moor serves as one of the checks and balances of district and school policies. It is an open
forum for the campus population and one of the records of Alhambra High Schoolʼs history. The Moor
is not a vehicle for the promotion of any school organization, individual and/or activity, excluding those
promoted via paid advertisement. The Moor is protected under the First Amendment of the United States
Constitution and California Education Codes 48907 and 48950.
The Moor encourages students, faculty and community members to submit Letters to the Editor.
Topics need not deal with stories previously published but should pertain to issues affecting the school
and/or surrounding community.
Letters can be delivered to C-225, or the The Moorʼs suggestion box in the Activities Ofﬁce at least
one week in advance. For legal reasons, The Moor cannot publish letters written anonymously but can
withhold the name of the writer at their request. The Moor also reserves the right to refuse publication
when the opinions expressed or issues discussed have been previously addressed or are of no relevance
Contact
to the campus community and/or surrounding areas as deemed by the Editorial Board.
Note: Issue reviewed and edited by adviser for content and journalism standards.
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